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We are a New and Better
Maine Bowhunters Association

Legislation As many of you know, last year bow and
arrow was added to the 100yd discharge law after public
comment had ended. I had asked Representative Mike
Shaw to put in a bill to remove it, and he did so within
minutes of my request. He contacted MBA a while back
to set up a meeting with DIFW. Travis Wood (our Legislative Director) and I were at the meeting a few weeks
ago. DIFW had received complaints from archers about
not being able to practice in their back yards. DIFW also
received complaints from coastal communities about people driving through neighborhoods, getting out of their vehicles, and shooting deer on people's lawns. We all
agreed that this behavior shines a poor light on
bowhunters, and that DIFW should have some enforcement tool to stop this behavior. I suggested that by adding bow and arrow to the "paved way" discharge law, it
would give them the authority to address the large majority of these situations, and that by removing bow and arrow from the 100yd discharge law, it would return hunting
opportunities to those individuals who hunt ethically.
Everyone agreed. The removal of bow and arrow from
the 100yd discharge law was placed in this years omnibus bill, as was the addition of bow and arrow to the
"paved way" discharge law. This has been voted on and
passed unanimously. This is great news for bowhunters!
Thank you Representative Shaw and other legislators,
and thank you DIFW.

please contact us. We'll provide you with the tools to do
that. As sad as it may seem, what we need to win this
fight is money. The antis are pouring millions into this,
and we have to do the same.
Banquet We want to thank Susan Collins for sponsoring our banquet this year, and supporting our organization. The banquet will be at Jeff's Catering in Brewer,
and we're filling tables up quickly. Go online and get your
tickets soon. We have no doubt that this will be the best
banquet we've had in years.
Participation in MBA Our monthly meetings have
been "inspirational" lately. Our last meeting was absolutely packed with people. A long time life member commented that he has “never seen so much participation in
our organization.” The energy and enthusiasm is absolutely incredible and is growing. We now have 21 regional representatives out there working hard for our organization (just about double of what we used to have).
Please feel free to join in, and be part of this phenomenal
team that just keeps getting better.
We also just had all 3 Johnson’s Sporting Goods Stores
join our group of archery shops that provide 10% discounts to MBA members. We are proud to welcome
those pro shops to our team. That now makes it about
double the number of shops we had just a year ago.
Your membership just got more valuable.
Membership Our membership has been growing
steadily. We have recently implemented a strategy that
may increase our membership by hundreds more! If you
have bowhunting friends who aren't members, don't let
them sit back and ride the shirt-tails of everyone else.
Get them to join. Every bowhunter in this State should be
a member of MBA. Central Maine Archery still continues
to provide a free MBA membership with every new bow
they sell. This is a fine archery shop that ensures everyone leaves there with a bow that fits and the basic skills
to become a good archer. This has been a great mutually beneficial relationship where MBA gets more members
and CMA sells more bows. Audette’s Sporting Goods in
Winthrop (another excellent pro shop) has recently
agreed to do the same thing. We have also started a
similar relationship with LL Cote in Errol NH. Any Maine
resident who buys a bow package of at least $500 gets a
free MBA membership there.

I want to make it clear that it’s not just a few people who
have made this organization so much better lately. It’s a
Youth We have changed our philosophy and approach to our youth shoots at the sportsman shows. We team, an incredible team. MBA is not just a few people.
no longer charge for the youth shoot. We instead ask for It’s the officers, the directors, the representatives, the
donations from those who can afford it. We would much great archery shops, and most importantly, the members.
rather have a kid enjoy shooting a bow than getting a dol- I want to thank all of you for your contributions to Maine
lar from that kid. And, yes, we now allow them to shoot at bowhunting.
animal targets, and allow our volunteers to wear camo, as
any hunting organization should.
Bear referendum We have contributed substantially
to fight the upcoming bear referendum, and plan to contribute much more. We voted that 25% of the profits from
our upcoming banquet will go directly to fight that battle.
If there is anything you can do to help us with this battle,
such as going to local businesses to ask for donations,

FROM THE EDITOR
Val Marquez

Members should always purchase equipment from local
archery dealers that advertise elsewhere in this newsletter. They can deliver quality equipment and service plus
they support your MBA. However, Maine is a large state
with many areas without dealers within reasonable traveling distant. The following information provides a basic
knowledge of tuning equipment and refinement of shooting.
Paper tuning is simply shooting an arrow through a sheet
of paper at around six feet. Resulting holes hold a wealth
of information, like how your bow is set up and tuned.
They will show either that your arrow is leaving the bow
straight or that you have some issues with set up. The
tear on a well-tuned bow will appear like a Y shape. A
bow with tuning issues will show a tear with a long tear to
one side. This erratic tear, and how you adjust the bow
as a result is key to proper set up.
Tail high or tail low rips mean string nock adjustments
(moving the nock location on the string up or down) is
needed. Right or left rips show that arrow rest adjustments (moving the arrow rest towards or away from the
bow’s riser) are required to insure arrows fly straight from
the bow. A perfect Y hole, as mentioned, shows the bow
is set up and tuned properly; its hunt ready. To learn
more on paper tuning you should contact archery pro
shops or Google paper tuning a compound bow.

Paper tuning will determine the adjustments needed. I
paper tune my bows from 4 to 20 yards. Other tuning
methods can be used, as well. This is the way I tune. It
works for me. For folks without mechanical skills an archery pro shop will perform this for you.
An often overlooked adjustment is the bow sight and how
the pins line up. I prefer my 20- yard pin in the center of
the sight’s ring, this makes it easier to line up the pin and
string peep sight quickly. The rest of the pins are set below. Human eyes automatically orient to the center of a
circle, which helps during hunting condition.
The majority of Maine bow-hunters use a trigger activated release aid commonly called a wrist strap release.
The proper method to shoot a release is with back muscles. Most bowhunters can’t shoot with this method because of the time and practice involved. I’m not sure that
using back tension works well while bow-hunting, anyway. I prefer to place slow pressure on the trigger while
floating the pin on the target or vitals slowly increasing
pressure on the trigger until it releases the string.
Most archers, including myself, develop a common problem with, accuracy robbing, punching the trigger in the
same manner as firearms shooters. Swapping to a Thandle release that activates with the thumb may cure
trigger punching issues.

Adjusting to a lighter tension on the trigger enhances accuracy. However, hunters may accidently hit the trigger
under the stress from a deer encounter. I set my triggers
very light (hair trigger) I shoot every day also, shooting
It’s importing archers are precise while performing adjustindoor targets and 3-D, a sport that requires pin-point
ments during the paper tuning process, making and reaccuracy. Most Maine bowhunters should use heaver
cording changes in small increments, 1/32 of an inch at a
trigger pressure settings.
time. They also should fix one problem then the other
first horizontal adjustments and then vertical.
Adjusting too quickly and not recording your changes will
cause what I call “chasing your tail”. Making big changes
without recording them could move you past the sweet
spot and then you’re in for a long, frustrating afternoon.
Folks should always mark the starting points before they
begin. This insures they can return there and move in
the other direction if needed. If you don’t follow the above
instructions you will soon be off into the tuning abyss.
Drop-away arrow rests have made tuning easier. However; they still need to be adjusted to gain good arrow flight.
Vertical adjustments require moving the string loop up or
down on the string. String loops can be moved, twisting
each knot on the loop up or down to adjust.

April 26, 2014 at Jeff’s Catering in Brewer
Door Prizes, Guest Speakers, Food, Vendors,
and FUN! Enjoy Raffles, Contests, Games,
and Auctions to Win These and MORE!
Wall of Guns Raffle
Old Town Canoe Recreational Kayak
Raffle
Framed Prints
Quilts
New CVA Muzzleloader
Tree Stands
Guided Hunts
Gift Certificates to Local Businesses
and for Taxidermy Work
Too Much to List!

“My Serious Addiction….

By
Deanna L. Page

and I need
your help to
keep it!”

will go to the fight, attend the banquet, donate money to
Maine Wildlife Conservation Council, buy raffle tickets,
attend the Super Banquet on August 9 in Augusta. If
we don’t win this referendum, bear hunting with a bow
will virtually end in Maine. If we can’t bait bear a
bowhunter will have no chance of an ethical shot at a
bear and my newest addiction of trapping bear will also
end. I don’t know how any of you feel; I know I am going
to do everything I can to win this fight!

I have written before about my bear hunting adventures.
In 2013, I started a new chapter in bear hunting adventures, I took up trapping! My best friend Julie Johnston
(MBA Second Director at Large) wanted to try to trap a
bear. For her birthday I bought her an Aldrich Bear
snare, the same snare biologists use to capture & release bears. My Christmas present from Julie…you
guessed it, an Aldrich snare!
Bear baiting season found us tending our bait sites,
Julie had 4 or 5, and my brother and I tended 4 to start
the season. 29 different bear that I could identify from
trail camera photos were hitting my baits. Did I say I am
addicted to bear hunting? Is it hard work? Yes, securing
(My bear at the bait a few days before)
the landowner permission, gathering the bait in the off
season, tending the bait sites during the week and every
weekend for a month before the season starts…a LOT of
work! Does all the work 100% guarantee you put a tag
on a bear every year? Absolutely NOT! I hunted hard
during the season to harvest my first bear with a bow, to
no avail. I did however have an opportunity to watch a
sow and two cubs at my bait; it made all the work worthwhile!
As hunting season was coming to an end, a landowner who had bear issues on his property contacted me.
We set up 2 baits on his property with hopes of trapping
a bear or two. My bait was hit the first night. I continued
to bait the site and monitor activity with trail cameras.
There were 3 adult bear hitting that bait, it appeared to
be a yearling, a very good sized bear and a very large
(My first snared bear, 330 lbs!)
bear. Due to the trapping law requiring bear snares be
checked every 24 hours, I could only set the trap on Sat- PS- a week after I snared my bear, Julie snared her 208 lb bear!
urdays. The first time setting the trap, it was tripped with
no catch. The second time a bear totally dug it up. This
whole trapping thing is no 100% guarantee either I
guess! The third time was the charm, my video trail camera showed the middle bear at the bait sometime after
dark on October 12. At one point on my videos, that bear
runs and jumps over the trap! Within minutes the largest
bear shows at the bait and steps right in my snare! Can
you say ADDICTED??
This is where I need your help. Every hunter and outdoorsman NEEDS to help fight the bear referendum!!!
Donate to the MBA Banquet as at least 25% of our profit

Help fight the bear referendum while having a great time!
Get your tickets online or
mail in these tickets with your check or cash and join us at the banquet! Ask your friend’s to come too!

MBA, PO Box 5026, Augusta, ME 04332

100-Yard Discharge Law and the
Maine Bowhunters Association
Dan Long, Director, Maine
Bowhunters Association
Many of you reading this are members
of the Maine Bowhunters Association
(MBA.) Reasons for supporting this organization range from supporting the
organization which works hard to keep
youth interested in the outdoors, to being unified in order to combat special
interest groups who would like nothing
better than to see hunting banned. Unity is on everyone’s lips as we work with
our brother and sister organizations to
educate Maine voters about the negative impacts of the proposed referendum
that would ban bear baiting, trapping,
and hounding. (Please visit http://
savemainesbearhunt.com/)
The representation that the MBA provides is a benefit to all bowhunters and I
would like to paint a clear picture of the
representation that MBA President John
Hunt with help from others supplied with
respect to the 100-yard discharge law.
These efforts work to support our interests as bowhunters and ensure our
sport and the wildlife we enjoy will be
here for generations to come.
The meeting summaries at the State
have been released and the following is
a compilation of those meetings to give
you perspective on this legislative document.
Timeline Summary of 100 Yard Discharge Law
1. LD 540 was presented at IFW Legislative Committee hearing for public comment. It clarified the previous 100yd discharge law by adding “path of the projectile” to the language. It applied only to
firearms and crossbows, and was overwhelmingly supported by everyone,
2. Bow and arrow was added to LD 540
in “work session” when no public comment is allowed. It was very well received by everyone present. Many saw
it as an issue of “fairness.” MBA was not
present for this as we did not know any
bowhunting issues would be presented.
When we discovered it was added President John Hunt commented as follows:
“We want landowners to be comfortable
with our activities. However we are not
happy that bow and arrow was added
by a legislator 2 weeks after he tried to
get crossbows removed, and we see
possible problems with this in expanded
archery zones.”

3. Once we discovered that this law
passed with bow and arrow included,
MBA President Hunt contacted Representative Mike Shaw and asked him to
enter legislation to get bow and arrow
removed. Representative Shaw did so
immediately.
4. Representative Shaw contacted
President Hunt to let him know DIFW
was in favor of removing bow and arrow
for the purpose of target practice, and
wanted to discuss removing it for hunting purposes. He then arranged a meeting with DIFW and Maine Bowhunters
Association, which he and Senator
Dutremble also attended.
The Meeting
President John Hunt and our Legislative
Director Travis Wood met with DIFW
and Legislators.
The DIFW expressed that they had received numerous complaints from landowners that they could not practice archery in their back yards because of this
law. They also stated that they had received numerous complaints from citizens and law enforcement about archery hunting from roadways and discharging next to residences in coastal
communities. Everyone present agreed
that this behavior is unsafe and poorly
represents bowhunters who hunt in a
safe and ethical manner. President Hunt
suggested that the 100 yard discharge
law was not the best way to address this
situation, and that the “paved way” discharge law would address the majority
of these problems. He also stated that
many safe and ethical bowhunters could
not hunt on their own property or a property that they had permission to hunt on,
for a number of reasons including antihunting neighbors and being unable to
contact all neighbors within the 100yd
radius of their tree stand. Everyone present agreed that the “paved way” discharge law would address the majority
of problems and that removal of bow
and arrow from the 100 yd. discharge
law would return opportunities to safe
and ethical bowhunters. Further email
and phone contact between President
Hunt, Representative Shaw and the
DIFW confirmed that legislation to add
bow and arrow to the “paved way” discharge law and remove it from the “100
yd” discharge law would be included in
this legislative session’s omnibus bill,
and will be supported by the DIFW.
The Result
This is great news and works to show
that the MBA works to represent the

bowhunters of this great State. We are
grateful to Representative Mike Shaw
for his commitment and he has surely
proved to be a great friend to the outdoorsmen and woman of Maine. The
MBA is a positive group of leaders that
combined with an engaged membership
is growing to unify bowhunters in this
State. This cohesion and positive performance spreads and encourages others as we have seen with the leadership
role the MBA has taken in defending
your rights against the national animal
rights lobby who wish to ban bear hunting using dogs, traps, and hunting bear
over bait. This is an attack on the hard
working Maine Guides, the businesses
including sporting goods stores and proshops, on hunters themselves, and also
on the State biologists who work to
manage the bear populations using
State-sponsored management programs and tools including the Maine
hunter.
As MBA Director at Large Deanna Page
reported, “The MBA has helped to form
the Maine Wildlife Conservation Council
(MWCC), which is made up of guides,
hunters, landowners, unions, business
owners and more, who are all united to
defeat this issue.” The MWCC team,
through good communication, unity of
purpose, and the knowledge that together we are stronger than the sum of our
parts, is working hard and needs your
support. Please consider becoming an
MBA member and offering support to
this very important effort.
You will be happy to hear that 25% of
the MBA’s spring banquet’s proceeds
held April 26 at Jeff’s Catering in Brewer
are going to the MWCC. We are planning a big banquet welcoming the MBA
and all attendees to Brewer! Great food
is planned, along with guest speakers
Randy Cross and Lisa Bates from The
Maine Bear Crew, a kayak donation
from Old Town Canoe, lots of outdoor
enthusiast donated products and services for prizes, auction items, and
games and far too much to list here!
Thanks in a big way to United States
Senator Susan Collins for sponsoring
this year’s banquet along with the incredible support from all of our sponsors
and participants and hard working leaders of the MBA whose servant’s hearts
will make sure you have a great time!
For more information go to:

www.mainebowhunters.org

Venison Sausage Baked Stuffed Mushrooms

By

Ruth Hunt

Ingredients
1. Large Mushrooms
2. 1/2 cup of dried bread crumbs
3. 1-8ounce pkg of softened cream cheese
4. 2 tbl spoons finely chopped parsley
5. 1 tbl spoon lemon juice
6. 3 minced garlic cloves
7. 1/4 cup grated parmesan cheese
8. 1 lb venison hot sausage
Directions
1. In a skillet, cook and crumble sausage over medium
heat until no longer pink and lightly browned. (drain)
2. Remove stems from mushrooms. Arrange caps on
foil lined baking sheets.
3. In a bowl, combine cooked sausage, bread crumbs,
cream cheese, garlic, parsley and lemon juice. Stir
until blended.
4. Carefully spoon sausage mixture into mushroom
caps. Sprinkle with cheese. Bake, uncovered, at
400 until mushrooms are tender and lightly browned.
Serve hot.
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To all our Armed Forces
THANK YOU!
From everyone at the
Maine Bowhunters Association

Augusta, ME 04332
PO Box 5026
Maine Bowhunters Association

